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A brief history

• The publishing process at SFS used three different methods
– An adopted standard’s PDF file from CEN/ISO/IEC/CENELEC

• XSL-FO to generate an SFS cover page PDF
• Merge it to the original PDF
• Edit PDF directly to add SFS headers

– Generate PDF directly from Word
• Typically used for extremely long/complex or Finnish-only publications

– Generate PDF from Adobe FrameMaker
• Two-languages side by side on alternating pages
• Requires manual cleanup of source material in Word
• Structured using a fully custom DTD in FrameMaker
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And some reasons it’s now history
• Three different systems to maintain
• Inconsistent appearance between the final PDFs coming from 

the different systems
• Extremely labour-intensive (the last two systems)
• Hard to find people who already know FrameMaker
• Our FrameMaker customizations were old and barely maintained
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Pages per year 
(multi-language publications only)
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Translations per year per industry
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Overview of XML production at SFS
• Production based on eXtyles and Typefi, using customized 

versions of ISO’s templates
• The same XML production process for every publication where 

valid XML source material is available
– Generate and publish PDF files from XML coming from ISO and 

CCMC without editing their XML (when possible)
• A single SFS publication may combine XML from multiple 

sources 
– SFS’s metadata in XML (always included)
– SFS’s translation in XML (in two-language publications)
– ISO and/or CCMC’s XML file

• Legacy publishing methods are maintained to handle 
problematic cases (e.g. XML source material is not available nor 
worth generating ourselves)
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SFS customizations of ISO setup
• Capacity for two-language publications

– content is crossreferenced and linked between the languages at 
section level

• Support for ISO STS XML generated at SFS
• Support for ISO STS XML generated at CCMC
• Support for ISO STS XML from CEN and ISO’s back-catalogue

– Needed for new translations of older standards
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The workflow
• CCMC pushes a standard in their PROJEX data feed
• We automatically download the English Word package and the 

English XML package and give them IDs for tracking
– If a package is not found we’ll try download it again later

• We use PROJEX metadata to create an entry for the standard in 
our CMS and launch the publication workflow for the adoption

• The workflow gathers the downloaded packages, unzips them 
and converts the provided images to EPS and PNG format

• The workflow calls out CMS and gets an XML file containing our 
<nat-meta> section in STS XML and zips that together with the 
XML from CCMC

• The files are placed on a network drive Typefi Desktop can see, 
in a path that uses a value from nat-meta to make it unique
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The workflow, continued
• Ideally, now we just launch the job in Typefi and receive a PDF 

that we can publish
– In practice, we usually have to tweak the CCMC XML a bit first

• When we have a PDF, it and the XML zip+images are sent back 
to our CMS and given IDs for tracking.

• The adopted standard is published and there is much rejoicing
• …
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Multi-language publications
• Someone decides it would be a good idea to translate the 

adopted standard
– Give them the CCMC Word file and wait patiently.
– …
– …
– Receive a translated Word file

• Notice that this is still the same file CCMC styled in eXtyles and 
exported XML from
– Theoretically, it might be enough if we just add in our metadata
– In practice, clean up is required but the XML export can be a 

relatively painless process
– If images contain translatable text, our editors add the translations

• Re-use the tweaked XML from the adopted publication
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So how does it work, really?
• We have 2 XML files:

– File 1 contains the SFS metadata and the full standard in Finnish
– File 2 is the XML file released by ISO or CCMC and contains the 

full standard in English
• These are fed to Typefi in a zip file as an ANT job
• Typefi merges the contents from the files into a single CXML file, 

in the order that we have specified, e.g.
– If file 2 is from CCMC, the <reg-meta> section is read and the 

contents placed immediately after <nat-meta> from file 1.
– If file 2 is from ISO, the <iso-meta> section is dropped from CXML 

(we don’t include the ISO cover page in the adopted standard).
– Standard contents are placed Finnish first, followed by English.

• Every section heading is hyperlinked to the corresponding 
section heading in the other language.
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But what about EN ISO standards?
• Ok, so we have 3 XML files:

– File 1 contains the SFS metadata and the full standard in Finnish
– File 2 is the XML file released by ISO and contains the full ISO 

standard in English
– File 3 is the XML file released by CCMC and contains the CCMC

metadata and CCMC additions to the standard
• The additions are typically a Foreword and sometimes annex/annexes

• These are fed to Typefi in a zip file as an ANT job
• Typefi merges the contents from the files into a single CXML file, 

in the order that we have specified, e.g.
– Foreword from CCMC XML file is placed at the start of the English 

part of the standard
– Annex(es) from CCMC XML file are placed after Annexes but 

before Bibliography from the ISO XML file
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Of course, things are never quite 
that simple…

• Both CCMC and ISO XML files contain a Foreword with the same 
id. SFS XML file contains translations of both Forewords in the 
same file.
– Typefi uses the source XML file to change the id to something 

unique in CXML (e.g. “this is the foreword from file 2”)
– SFS XML file uses different id attributes for national, regional and 

international Forewords to make them unique
• The assumption that CCMC XML file will not contain anything in 

the <body> section…
– is not always true.
– CCMC additions may contain changes to specific parts of the ISO 

standard.
– How should these changes be represented in a single 

publication? (CCMC only publishes their content, they don’t 
merge it with ISO’s)
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Where are we now
• Producing almost all ISO, CEN-CENELEC and SFS PDF’s from 

XML since April 2015
• (Processing time for a single standard in the same ballpark as in 

previous years)
• Improvements to the process are underway:

– More workflow automation (esp. for non-translated standards)
– Migration to Typefi 8
– ISO’s new table model
– Better support for ISO/CEN back catalogue XML
– Better pre-Typefi XML QA
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